Portico’s Fixed Income Suite

Portico Investment Management

Portico Investment Management offers
expertise, choice, and results
Portico’s investment team specializes in, and focuses solely on, fixed
income portfolio management. Whether the investment goal is
defensive positioning, credit enhancement, or matching long-term
investment goals, the suite of mandates managed by the Portico
investment team provides choice. Portico manages risk and captures
gains through an integrated multi-factor approach.

About GLC
GLC Asset Management Group Ltd.
(GLC) is a leading investment
management firm that manages more
than $50 billion in assets.
GLC has 5 investment management
divisions:
■

GWL Investment Management

■

London Capital Management

Our philosophy

■

Laketon Investment Management

We believe that we can deliver strong results by capturing incremental
gains in the fixed income marketplace while monitoring risk on an
absolute and relative basis.

■

Portico Investment Management

■

Portfolio Solutions Group

Portico uses a multi-factor approach to analyzing interest rates, credit
markets, and yield curves.

Each division has a distinct investment
approach that offers deep expertise within
specialized areas of portfolio
management, bringing unique
perspectives to navigating capital markets
through varying cycles.

We take an iterative approach to portfolio construction by continuously
modelling the effects of economic conditions, market flows, credit
fundamentals, investor sentiment, and external factors.

Disclaimer

Our strategy

We also use proprietary tools to ensure a measured approach to
sector allocation, duration and yield curve positioning of a portfolio.
It’s a consistent, measured, and disciplined investment approach to
finding opportunities within the fixed income market.
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For internal use only. There is no
guarantee that investment objectives, risk
or return targets discussed in this
document will be achieved. The opinions
expressed in this document are those of
GLC Asset Management Group Ltd. and
are subject to change. No part of this
document may be reproduced or
redistributed in any form, or referred to in
any publication, without express written
permission of GLC Asset Management
Group Ltd. Information contained in this
document has been obtained from sources
believed to be reliable, but not guaranteed.
Furthermore, there can be no assurance
that any trends described in this document
will continue or that forecasts will occur
because economic and market conditions
change frequently. The information
contained in this document should not be
considered a recommendation or offer to
purchase or sell any particular investment.
Make your investment decisions wisely.

Follow us on
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lower risk, lower return

■

Money Market

Relative to the broad Canadian Bond Market2

Helps investors meet
their need for

Interest rate risk and
yield opportunity1

■

lower volatility
reduced interest rate
sensitivity

■
■
■
■

■

Short Term Bond

■

■

Commercial Mortgage
& Mortgage Diversified

■
■

■

lower volatility
reduced interest rate
sensitivity
diversified fixed income
holdings to help meet
long term liabilities
yield boost
reduced interest rate
sensitivity

broad diversification

Core Bond

■

Tactical Bond

■

Core Plus Bond

■
■
■

■
■

■

■
■

■

■

yield boost
increased
diversification of
sector, geographic
exposure and credit
opportunities
broad diversification
by sector and credit
opportunities
yield boost

■
■
■

■

■

■

■
■

Corporate Bond

yield boost
reduced interest rate
sensitivity

■
■

higher risk, higher return

■

■

Long Term Bond

■

yield boost
diversified fixed income
holdings to help meet

■

■

■

Real Return Bond

www.glc-amgroup.com

■
■

reduced credit risk
reduced inflation risk
diversified fixed income
holdings to help meet
long term liabilities

Challenges

Benefits

■

■
■
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1. The mandate’s typical exposure to duration and credit exposure │ 2. FTSE Canada Universe Bond Index

much shorter duration
low credit risk
very high liquidity
capital preservation
shorter duration
government + corporate bond exposure
active sector mix and credit selection
shorter duration
credit spread over government bonds
provides additional yield and cushion against
capital losses
underwritten to GWL credit analysis
standards with a focus on conservative
mortgage metrics
broad exposure to Canadian bond market
active credit risk, duration, yield curve and
sector management in one mandate
significant flexibility to capitalize on shifting
markets
leverages a broad range of conventional and
alternative assets and financial instruments
focuses on nimble trade execution to capitalize
on asymmetric market opportunities, hedge
risks and maximize payoffs
diversified by sector and term with latitude on
issuer selection
mitigate risk through active management of
credit risk, duration, yield curve and sector
optimize yield with flexibility to invest in noninvestment grade corporate and foreign debt
modestly shorter duration
credit spread over government bonds
provides additional yield and cushion against
capital losses
proprietary credit analysis and active security
selection
longer duration and corporate bond
component provides additional yield
opportunities
active sector mix and credit selection
inflation protection (coupon and principal
amounts change with the rate of inflation)
very low credit risk (primarily gov’t issuers)
lower correlation to other bond types (good
diversifier)

■

very low yield
very low risk but little to no
credit spread to cushion
capital losses

■

low yield

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■

■
■
■

slight increase in risk of
credit losses
some liquidity constraints

duration relative to
benchmark

slight increase in risk due
to foreign exposure and
possible adverse credit
market events relative to
the Core bond mandate

slight increase in risk of
credit losses and adverse
credit market events
relative to the Core bond
mandate
slight increase in risk of
credit losses and adverse
credit market events

higher interest rate
sensitivity
more volatile short term
returns
short term price volatility
less liquidity
misunderstood asset class
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